The three-dimensional intermolecular potential energy surface (IPS) for Ar-NH, has been determined from a least-squares fit to 61 far infrared and microwave vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) measurements and to temperature-dependent second virial coefficients. The three intermolecular coordinates (R ,19,+) are treated without invoking any approximations regarding their separability, and the NH, inversion-tunneling motion is included adiabatically. A surface with 13 variable parameters has been optimized to accurately reproduce the spectroscopic observables, using the collocation method to treat the coupled multidimensional dynamics within a scattering formalism. Anisotropy in the IPS is found to significantly mix the free rotor basis functions. The 149.6 cm-' global minimum on this surface occurs with the NH, symmetry axis nearly perpendicular to the van der Waals bond axis (@=96.6"), at a center-of-mass separation of 3.57 A, and with the Ar atom midway between two of the NH3 hydrogen atoms (+=60"). The position of the global minimum is very different from the center-of-mass distance extracted from microwave spectroscopic studies. Long-range (R > 3.8 A) attractive interactions are greatest when either a N-H bond or the NH, lone pair is directed toward the argon. Comparisons with ab initio surfaces for this molecule as well as the experimentally determined IPS for Ar-Hz0 are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of spectroscopic investigations of weakly bound complexes (WBCs) is to quantitatively characterize the intermolecular forces and the associated multidimensional internal dynamics that operate in these systems. It has been shown in recent work' that even for simple binary clusters such as Ar-HCl and Ar-HzO, it is misleading to treat the dynamics by approximate methods (e.g., reversed adiabatic approximation) which reduce the dimensionality of the problem. Moreover, a very detailed mathematical form must be employed to represent the intermolecular potential energy surface (IPS), if spectroscopic accuracy is to be reproduced. As a consequence, the problem of determining the complete IPS from spectroscopic data is a difficult one, limited both by available computing resources and by theoretical methods for accurately calculating bound state properties from multidimensional IPS. Of necessity, such calculations must proceed via a scattering formalism due to the coupled large amplitude motions that characterize WBCs. The stateof-the-art for IPS determination currently extends only to threedimensional systems. Le Roy and co-workers have extensively studied the rare gas-Hz (Rg-H2) complexes,2 and Hutson has determined detailed IPS for several binary Rghydrogen halide (HX) complexes, explicitly including the dependence on diatomic bond length.3V4 Cohen and Saykally have determined the 3D IPS for the interaction of ground state water molecules with argon by the use of the collocation method. "' In this paper we extend this list to the quasi ') Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627. ')Present address: Department of Chemistry, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138.
four-dimensional Ar-NH, system, using collocation to solve the close-coupled scattering Hamiltonian with spectroscopic accuracy. Of course, it is hoped that these detailed and accurate IPS will be useful both for extracting a general description of intermolecular forces and for enhancing our capabilities to model liquids and solids. However, in the latter context, their mathematical forms are somewhat too complicated to be employed directly in current computer simulations. We should instead regard them as benchmarks for testing both simplified empirical IPS and ab initio methods, which are in turn, widely used in molecular modeling. It is important to recognize that the regions of the IPS sampled by WBCs are directly relevant to the structures of liquids. For example, in liquid water at densities of 1 g/cm3, the most probable nearest-neighbor distance between molecules is 2.9 A,6 whereas the equilibrium center-of-mass separation in the gaseous water dimer has been determined to be about 3.0 A? For liquid ammonia, x-ray diffraction data indicate that the most probable nearest-neighbor distance is 3.4 A,* while the gas phase separation in (NH3)2 is near 3.4 A9 and that for Ar-NH, is near 3.6 A. Thus the interaction distances in these liquids are quite similar to those in gaseous dimers studied by spectroscopic methods, and IPS determined from these data characterize the molecular interactions over the appropriate distance ranges.
The work presented here is the first experimental determination of the multidimensional IPS of the Ar-NH3 dimer. To date, three levels of sophistication have been applied with respect to gaining physical insight into the IE'S of weakly bound dimers through analysis of spectroscopic observables. The first is a strictly phenomenological approach, wherein molecular constants are determined by fitting the observed transitions to standard energy level expressions." From these constants, one can make arguments as to which bands are stretching or -bending vibrations-if there are no major perturbations. Furthermore, the extent of Coriolis interaction between two (or more) states can sometimes be determined. The next highest level of sophistication is to determine an effective angular IPS for the complex."~'2 This is a reasonable treatment for complexes with subunits that undergo nearly free internal rotation, but as shown by Cohen et al. for Ar-H?O, it does not correctly describe the dynamics of systems possessing even moderate angular-radial coupling. The highest level of sophistication is to determine the complete intermolecular potential energy surface. Given this information, one can unequivocally ascertain the nature of the intermolecular vibrations and the interactions among the different motions. Such a determination constitutes the subject of this paper.
A., Ar-NH, i Nofnenclature and background II The work presented here involves the lowest two inversion-tunneling states of NHs, viz. the symmetric and antisymmetric states with vz=O. The quantum number for the inversion-tunneling state will be designated by u, where v=O is the. symmetric .state, and v= 1 is the antisymmetric state. The vdW states are labeled with quantum numbers de scribing the free internal rotor level that a given vibrationrotation-tunneling (VRT) state most nearly correlates with. The VRT states are reasonably pure at low energies, but with as little as 30 cm-t of excitation, many of them are highly mixed, and might have less than 60% character of any single free rotor basis state. Nonetheless,-these labels provide a convenient means to discuss the states. The relevant quantum numbers are: a capital Greek letter (C,II,A,...) indicating the amount of angular momentum projected on the vdW axis, the quantum numbers (j,) of the free rotor state of the NH, monomer that the state of the complex most nearly correlates with, and finally the number of quanta of vdW stretch (n).
Additional qualifiers are necessary for states in which kf 0 since the nuclear spin-allowed free rotor states are then doubled due to inversion tunneling of NH,. Upon inversion of the NH3 subunit, 8+~--I?, where B &the angle between the NH, symmetry axis and the vdW bond axis. In C states with k # 0 I the potential energy surface along the inversiontunneling coordinate remains nearly symmetric since these wave functions are nearly symmetric (or antisymmetric) with respect to 90" in the 19 coordinate, i.e., there is about the same probability of finding the complex with 0 as-with r--0. Therefore, it is found that the Z states come in pairs of opposite parity, separated by roughly the unperturbed inversion splitting of NH, (24 GHz). The additional qualifiers are then an "s" or "b" superscript for. 2 states, with s designating symmetric and a designating an antisymmetric NH, monomer inversion wave function. States with kf 0 in which there is a nonzero projection of angular momentum onto the vdW axis behave quite differently, however. In these states, the wave functions are not symmetric about. 8=90", which implies that the NH, is in an asymmetric environment along the inversion coordinate. The inversion is thus, quenched, resulting in two states whose energy separation is approximated by the average difference in energy of the two wells of the effective asymmetric inversion potential. This relatively large splitting occurs for both parities, and the result is two sets of nearly degenerate parity doublets with several wave numbers. difference in energy between the sets. For k # 0 states possessing angular momentum on the vdW axis, superscripts of "upper" and "lower" designate which pair of nearly degenerate levels is higher in energy. Thus, the designation II(l,, n.= 0). refers. to the state that correlates to j,= 1 o, has one unit of angular momentum projected on the vdW axis, and zero quanta of vdW stretch excited, while the designation A"prer(2t, n = 0) refers to the higher energy state of the two that most nearly correlate to j,= 2 t , have two units of angular momenta projected on the vdW axis, and have zero quanta of vdW stretch excited.
The first studies of Ar-NH, were done in the microwave region I3314 where (B + C)/2 (the pseudodiatomic rotational constant), dipole moment, and quadrupole coupling constant of the ground state of the dimer were determined. In addition to the assigned lines, many transitions were observed near 20 GHz and attributed to tunneling transitions. It was not until several' years later that these transitions were definitely assigned to tunneling transitions. in the E states of Ar-NH, .I2
There has been a large amount of FIR and submillimeter work done on this molecule, and the results of these studies provide the most valuable information needed to accurately determine the IPS. In 1990 Gwo et al. reported a bending vibration at 26.5 cm-' tjk=oo. lo which correlated to j,= 1 o In 1991 Zwart et al. assigned the transitions among the E states correlating to j,= 1 t .I2 Their work demonstrated unambiguously that there are some states in which the NH, subunit is nearly freely inverting. Also in 1991 Schmuttenmaer et al. reported two more FIR bands--one bend and the vdW stretch." Most recently, Schmuttenmaer et aLI have measured eight more states, including the four states correlating to j, = 1 t with one quantum of vdW stretch excited, and two states that correlate to j,= 2 t , and Grushow et al. I6 have measured the other four states that correlate to ,jk= 2,. The spectroscopic measurement and subsequent assignment of these 12 higher energy states has been critical to the determination of the UPS.
Two relevant nonspectroscopic studies of Ar-NH, have been reported' as well. Schleipen et al.' have measured the state to state cross sections for rotational excitation of ortho and paru NH, by Art7 These cross sections are particularly sensitive to the anisotropy in the repulsive portion of the IPS. Since the spectroscopic data are ostensibly less sensitive to the repulsive region of the IPS than the scattering data, a comparison of their experimental cross sections with those calculated from the IPS determined from our work will be a stringent test of shape of the repulsive wall. The second relevant nonspectroscopic study is the measurement of the second virial coefficients by Schramm et aZ.,18 which help to determine the isotropically averaged well depth.
, ,There has also been a considerable amount of theoretical effort directed toward Ar-NH3. Chalasiriski et al. t9 published an ab initio study in 1989 in which the NH3 subunit was. fixed at its equilibrium geometry, and found the global minimum to be 115 cm-' deep, located at R = 3.76 A, f?=lOl", and +=60". In 1991, Bulski et al. determined four ab initio IPS, each for different umbrella angles of the NH, subunit." Their surface with the NH, subunit fixed at its equilibrium structure placed the 134 cm-' deep global minimum at R=3. 59 A, 8=105", and +=60". These two ab initio studies are compared with each other and with the experimentally determined IPS in Sec. IVB. The bound rovibrational states and a vibration-rotation-inversion spectrum of Ar-NH, with the NH, subunit in its equilibrium position were calculated by van Blade1 et &21*22 in 1991. They used the ab initio IPS of Bulski et al., and found that better agreement with experiment was obtained when scaling the repulsive contribution to the Vs3(R) parameter by a factor of 1.43. Later in 1991, Schmuttenmaer et al." and Zwart et aZ.12 each determined an effective angular IPS from their experimental data. These two surfaces are in close agreement, even though Schmuttemnaer et al. determined their surface from data for the ortho states, while Zwart et al. used data from paru states. This gave encouragement that the surfaces were essentially correct, within the limitations imposed by not treating the radial coordinate explicitly. method5*25-27 for three reasons. Fist, it has been shown that the results are as accurate as a variational solution using the same size basis.= Second, it has the advantage over a variational approach that no integrals need be evaluated. This affords a savings in computer time that ultimately translates into being able to incorporate the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors in a nonlinear least-squares routine to fit the IPS. Third, both eigenvectors and eigenvalues are obtained so properties that are determined from the wave functions, such as dipole moments and quadrupole coupling constants, can be calculated directly. This is in contrast to the closecoupling approach advocated by Hutson, in which these properties are obtained via finite difference methods.28
In 1992, van Blade1 et al." calculated the rovibrational states of Ar-NH, again using the scaled ab initio E'S of Bulski et al. except that this time they explicitly included the umbrella inversion coordinate of the NH3 subunit. They found that the model previously used2' wherein the NH3 inversion tunneling is treated adiabatically was valid for the ground vibrational state. Based on their success, we employ the adiabatic model to describe the NH, inversion tunneling in the present work.
In 1992, van der Sanden et al.24 calculated the rotational excitation cross sections of NH, by Ar measured by Schleipen et all7 They used the ab initio surface of Bulski et al., both with and without scaling the V33(R) coefficient and treated the NH, inversion tunneling by both adiabatically and explicitly including the inversion coordinate. They found the best agreement with experiment when using the scaled ab initio potential, and they found that treating the inversion tunneling adiabatically did not significantly degrade the agreement with experiment.
The successful application of the collocation method to molecular bound state systems was first demonstrated by Yang and Peet in 1988 when they solved the Morse oscillator problem using this method.'5 Next, they solved the Ar-HCl system first with J=0,26 and then with J>O," and showed that their results were as accurate as a variational calculation with numerical integration with the same number of points, yet their calculation took only a fraction of the time. Subsequently, Cohen et al. applied the collocation method to the three-dimensional system, Ar-H20.1*5 A significant aspect of that work is that the eigenstate calculation was incorporated in a nonlinear least-squares loop in order to fit a IPS from experimental data. It was the computational efficiency of the method that allowed this to be done. Here we present the determination of the 3D IPS of an atom-symmetric top complex, Ar-NH,, by iteratively fitting the IPS to FIR and microwave experimental data, and explicitly including the NH, inversion as a fourth degree of freedom in the dynamics.
The IPS determined in this work places the 149.6 cm-' deep global minimum at R=3.57 A, 13=96.6", and 4=60". This is a nearly T-shaped configuration, with the Ar atom midway between two hydrogens. The ab initio results are in reasonable agreement with this IPS.
The most obvious differences between this work and the Ar-H,O study is in the symmetry of the monomer, C,, for H,O vs D3h for NH, and the fact that inversion tunneling is present in NH3. Conceptually, our approach consists of two parts, the calculation of the observables and the comparison of these observables with actual experimental data. This is repeated until a IpS is obtained that yields the experimental data to a desired accuracy. The majority of the time (94%) is spent calculating the observables, i.e., diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix, even when using the expedient collocation method.
II. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
B. The coordinate system and Hamiltonian
A. Background
We choose a form for the IPS that explicitly treats motions of the subunits relative to each other, yet averages over the high-frequency vibrations of the monomers themselves. Thus, a different IPS will be obtained for each monomer vibrational state; in this work we will determine the IPS for the ground vibrational state of NH3. The IPS is determined by iteratively solving the Schrgdinger equation using a trial IPS and comparing experimental observables with calculated ones until one is found that satisfactorily reproduces all the data in the sense of minimum rms deviation.
There are, of course, many ways to solve the timeindependent Schriidinger equation; we chose the collocation The Ar-NH3 complex is described with a body-fixed Jacobi coordinate system with the origin at the NH, center of mass. The positive 2 axis is collinear with the vector R of length R, which is defined to point from the origin to the Ar atom. The coordinate system for the NH, monomer also has the origin at the NH, center of mass. It is given by z' along the threefold symmetry axis, and the positive direction is defined to point from the nitrogen atom to the plane of the hydrogens, thus making the dipole moment positive. One of the hydrogens lies in the x'z' plane, along the +x' direction, thereby defining the x' and y ' axes. The orientation of the coordinate system of the monomer (x ',y',z') relative to the body-fixed system (X, Y,Z) is defined by the Euler angles 3: Q, (6: y is the azimuthal angle of the z' axis in the X, x 2 FIG. 1. The Ar-NHs coordinate system. The distance from the Ar atom to the NH, center of mass is denoted R. The angle between the symmetry axis of NH1 and R is denoted 0, and 4 is the amount of rotation of NH, about its symmetry axis. The NH3 monomer inversion-tunneling coordinate is p.
coordinate system, 8 is the angle between Z and z', the symmetry axis of NH, and R, respectively, and q5 specifies the degree of rotation of NH, about its symmetry axis. Thus, O=O" describes the complex in an Ar-H,N orientation, and 8= 180" depicts an Ar-NH3 orientation. Furthermore, when 4=O", the argon, nitrogen, and the hydrogen atom closest to the Ar are all coplanar, whereas the Ar will lie in between two hydrogens when $=60". The interaction energy of the Ar and NH, is independent of y, the azimuthal angle of the -' axis. Finally, the coordinate for describing the umbrella c vibration in NH,, p. is considered. We will employ the convention chosen by van Blade1 et al. for the inversiontunneling coordinate as the angle of an N-H bond relative to the C3 symmetry axis.23 It is important to note that p and 0 are related to each other, namely, that upon inversion p+rr-p and &rr-0. Figure 1 presents the coordinate system.
It is assumed that the inversion-tunneling motion of the NH, subunit can be treated adiabatically. The validity of this assumption has been discussed in Refs. 21, 23, and 24, and a summary of their argument follows. There are two motions of very different time scales along the inversion coordinate of NH,. One is the high-frequency umbrella vibration at roughly 9.50 cm-' that is localized in one-half of the double well. This motion, just like the other high-frequency monomer modes, is much faster than the intermolecular vdW motions. Therefore, we are justified in using a vibrationally averaged structure for the NH, monomer, and in neglecting coupling to the high-frequency modes. The second motion involving this coordinate is the inversion tunneling itself. The inversion frequency in the ground state of NH, (Aa0.8 cm-') is considerably lower than that of the vdW motions, which are closer to 20 cm-' , so there should also be minimal coupling between these types of motions. We may then treat the inversion in the complex by including both inversion states of the monomer functions in the basis. Van Blade1 et al.= find that in the ground vibrational state, the energy levels calcglated using this model are accurate to 0.01 cm-' (300 MHz), and the inversion-tunneling splittings are accurate to 10m4 cm-' (3 MHz).
The Hamiltonian for Ar-NH3 is A2 a2 A2
where 
andjX:,,j y ? and j^, are the angular momentum operators in the Cartesian frame of the monomer, and Eii, is the inversion Hamiltonian for NH,. The energy level expression for the monomer rotation-inversion levels (which constitute the zero-order bending vibrational levels of the complex) is
where j is the total angular momentum, k is its projection on the symmetry axis, and ZJ is the inversion quantum number. The rotational constants are found in Table I . In addition to the usual symmetric top energies (which depend on j and k), there will be a contribution from the inversion tunneling. The energy of symmetric inversion states (u=O) will be reduced by A/2, while that for antisymmetric inversion states (~'1) will be increased by A/2.
C. The basis functions
Each basis function will be a product of a radial function, an angular function, an inversion function, and an endover-end (e-o-e) rotational function of the complex ~=~(R)~(e,~)~(p)~(z).
(4)
The symmetry of the basis functions will be a direct product of the symmetry of the components. The radial functions, denoted x,,(R), are obtained by contracting 50 distributed Gaussians on an effective radial potential. The eigenfunctions of the lowest six eigenvalues are then used as the radial basis. The form of the effective radial potential V(R) used is that developed by Cohen.1, 35 The essential requirements of a model radial potential are that it is flexible enough to place the repulsive wall closer in than the closest region of the multidimensional IPS, and that its minimum is located near the global minimum of the IPS. It must be flexible enough to accommodate about 0.4 L% of change in the position of the repulsive wall and radial minimum as a function of 0 and $. The radial potential developed by Cohen uses the same form as that employed in the IPS developed by Hutson, 
Here A, fi, R,, C, , C, , Cs are parameters specified by the user to yield the best functions and points for the collocation routine. We found that A = 101.64 cm-', p=3.001 A-', R,,=4.018, C6=75.2 Eha& CT=400 E,ai, and Cs = 10 000 E,ai leads to a potential that yields good cellocation points and functions. The C6 coefficient was fixed to its value for Ar-NH3, and the C7 and Cs coefficients were fixed at the above values, while the other three parameters were determined by a least-squares fit of the lowest three vibrational energies along six different radial cuts through preliminaryversions the full, 3D surface when using the six contracted radial functions compared to the exact vibrational energies along those radial cuts. It is found that there is better performance when the model potential is somewhat deeper than the global minimum of the IPS; e.g., the rms difference between the exact vibrational energies and those obtained along the trial radial potential is 0.028 cm-' when the trial potential is 265 cm-' deep compared to 0.28 cm-' when the trial potential is 160 cm-" deep. We f&l that bound state eigenfunctions make a better basis than unbound ones, and a deeper well results in more bound states. A final convenience of using a model radial potential is that the radial basis functions for the collocation calculation are orthogonal. This simplifies any integration of the firial eigenvectors that may be desired in order to compute dipole moments or quadrupole coupling constants. is not yet any data for the isotopically substituted complex. They are, of course, included when predicting At---ND3 spectra. The symmetrization of the basis functions for the Ar-NH, complex is similar to that ca.rried out for the Ar-H20 complex,'*5 but there are some important differences because Ar-NH, has doubly degenerate E' and E" states that have no counterpart in Ar-H20.
Fist, the wave functipns, of the noninverting Ar-NH3 complex in its J=O state are symmetrized; afterwards, the effects of inversion and e-o-e rotation on the symmetry of the wave function can be easily added. The effect of each symmetry operation of the PI D,,(M) group on the angular basis shown in E$. (6) has been given by van Blade1 et al.,'* and is reproduced in Table II . The basis functions given in Eq. (6) have been written in the Dirac notation IjkflJM).
Because only k and a change sign under these symmetry operations of the PI group, the state Ijk!J.JM) can be specified by Ikfi). The symmetrized wave functions are
where .$ and < can be 0 or 1. Thus, four different combinations arise:
The angular basis is a symmetry-adapted product of two Wigher D matrices in the phase convention of Condon and Shortley:5*36
where the first one describes the orientation of the vdW axis (R) in space, and the second one describes the orientation of the NH, in the body-fixed axis system. The Ar-NH, complex is descri&cl by the 'permutationinversion molecular symmetry group D,,(LW),~~ which has six irreducible representations (I')-A; , A';, A;, A:, E', and E". The character table for D3h(M) can be found in Here both k and fl are constrained to be positive, and the normalization factors of (1 + SOk) -L'2 and (1 + &J-'" have been omitted for clarity. The first + or -in the angular basis function ket in Eqs. (7) refers to the symmetrization in k, or (-l)c, while the second + or -refers to the symmetrization in 111, or c--1)4
The effects of e-o-e rotation and NH, subunit inversion can be included at this point, as discussed by Gwo.~' The symmetry of the e-o-e pseudodiatomic rotational wave function is Ai for even 1 rovibrational levels, and AT for odd 1 rovibrational levels. Here E is the quantum number describing the e-u-e rotation, where Z=J-j.
+~-1mg-km4~)).
The basis for the para states is formed by taking the symmetric and antisymmetric combination of the appropriate symmetrized functions as discussed above.
Therefore, the superscript of levels with odd Z will haves to be changed ('tt") from that obtained for J=O. Similarly, Gwo determined the effects of inversion of the NH3 subunit. 38 The results are that the symmetry of symmetric inversion states is A ; , and that for antisymmetric inversion states is Ai . Again, the totally symmetric A ; symmetry has no effect on the final symmetry, but the effects of A! are a simultaneous change of both the sub and superscripts of the state 'given above, e.g., Al-A;) A+A'I, and E' HE". The symmetry of each basis state as a function of E, 6, J, j, k, and u in J= 0 is given in Table III .
Until this point, the treatment has been analogous to that for Ar-H20,r but if the doubly degenerate E states are to be included in the calculation, we must choose one and only one of the two linear combinations of the two degenerate functions for each state. We originally tried performing the calculation including both degenerate functions (at the expense of a roughly eightfold increase in computational time), but this caused the collocation method to fail for unknown reasons. Therefore, it is imperative that the degenerate functions are correctly separated into two groups.
Equations (7a) and (7b) form one degenerate pair; States of E' symmetry are obtained from
The convergence of the basis has been rather difficult to quantify. The problem is twofold: (1) The convergence is not monotonic, and (2) there can be particularly bad bases for which the calculated energy levels change dramatically. That is, the energy calculated for a level converges toward a limiting value as a function of basis set used, but there can be certain bases that are particularly bad in comparison with other bases of similar size. We have found that bases with k,,=j,, are to be avoided because there is a large amount of oscillation from the e -ik@ term in the basis functions compared to the number of collocation points at which the functions are evaluated. Table IV presents some vibrational energy levels with J=O as a function of basis set size. Rotational term values for states that are not strongly perturbed through the Coriolis interaction are determined to within 5 MHz for ail the bases shown in Table IV , whereas states that are highly perturbed are determined to roughly 20 MHz. lmI++)+(-l)l-+)>, and states of EN symmetry are obtained from
where ~0 for k (mod 3)=1, and r=l for k (mod 3)=2.
Equivalently, E?qs. (7~) and (7d) form a degenerate pair which yield the following states of E', and E" symmetry:
The size of the basis used to derive the IPS is 6 contracted radial functions (NR = 6), 11 different values of j (NO=ll), i.e., OSj<lO or l<jall, etc., andk,,,=9for the A states (N4=4), and k,,,=8 for the E states (N4=6). The value of J ranges from 0 to 2, as does s1. The total basis set size for the different symmetries vs J are given in Table  V , but when the problem is solved, it is done so in blocks for each n and the results are then recoupled. Thus when J>O the matrices that are actually diagonalized for each a subblock are about (2Jf 1)/(2 -Son) times smaller than the size of the basis shown in Table V. . ._ D. The intermolecular potential energy surface
again letting r-0 for k (mod 3)=1, and ~1 for k (mod 3)=2.
The goal of this work is to determine a detailed IPS for the At--NH, complex. In order to do this, the surface is parameterized and the entire collocation routine is executed inside a nonlinear least-squares loop in which the parameters describing the surface are adjusted until the difference between calculated and observed quantities are smaller than the uncertainty inherent in this model of the complex. The overall basis is a product of the radial basis and
The form of the IPS will be that developed by Cohen angular basis. 
n=6 and the D,(R) are Tang-Toeties damping functionsz8 that are needed to damp the dispersion at short range, where lien can get very large. The induction coefficients are not damped, because their contributions are small enough (see Table VII Renormalized spherical harmonics [Z,,( 8,4) ] are used because the magnitude of their maxima and minima tend to not get much larger than unity, so the expansion coefficients will give a good measure of the amount of variation in the surface. The renormalized spherical harmonics are related to the usual normalized spherical harmonics, YI, 
where Z,,( 0,+) are the renormalized spherical harmonics4' which obey
The symmetry of NH, has two effects on the coefficients of this expansion. First, Qlm = 0 if m (mod 3) #O due to the threefold symmetry, second Q1-m=(-l)"QI, because the xz plane is a plane of symmetry. Equation (19) can then be rewritten as 
i23)
Equation (23) its, leading to 45 potential coefficients if the expansion for each quantity was taken out to the .Z&( 19,$) term. Rather than try to fit this many unknowns, especially since some of these will be highly correlated, we will parameterize the surface with the method developed by Le Roy et aL3 ' and Hutson" and subsequently extended by Cohen,'>' and relate these parameters to the expansion coefficients described above.
The parameterization is identical to that used in Ref.
1. Briefly, the parameterization specifies the distance and depth of the radial minimum as a function of angles 8 and 4, i.e., it specifies R"( 8,+) and E(B,+) where R" is the position of the radial minimum and E is the depth at the minimum, and these each are expansions in renormaiized spherical harmonics. This parameterization is used for several reasons. First, it specifies the shape of the surface in the vicinity of the radial minimum, and the low lying bound states are localized within ---I-1 A of the radial minimum. Second, the inclusion of the low order induction and dispersion terms ensures the correct theoretical behavior at long range. Finally, anisotropy in the repulsive wall ,@S,c#) and the preexponential factor A ( 0,$) is included which allows the molecule to have some "shape." This parameterization has a very flexible functional form and does not suffer from high correlations between parameters, as long as unnecessary and/or undeterminable parameters are not included. Table I lists constants and coefficients for NH3 and Ar-NH3 used in calculating V(R, 19,4). The dispersion coefficients are converted from the ab initio values reported by Wormer et al.34 Ab initio values were used because the combination rules that approximate the dispersion coefficients require various molecular polarizabilities that are not well known from experiment. Wormer et al. used a slightly different coordinate system and basis for the expansion of the potential surface than we do, thus it was necessary to convert the coefficients obtained in that work to our coordinate system and spherical harmonic expansion. Angular-radial coupling is an important effect of the IPS. In fact, the large amount of angular-radial coupling has prohibited the separation of angular and radial motions in the first place. One way that the angular-radial coupling will manifest itself is by splitting the free rotor states in n = 1 by different amounts than in n = 0, where n is the vdW stretching quantum number, and this is in fact observed for the para states.15 It will also manifest itself by mixing n=O with n = 1 (and possibly more) wave functions. This was noted in our earlier treatment of Ar-NH, wherein an effective angular surface was determined and the quadrupole coupling constants were used as a measure of the angular-radial coupling."
E. The collocation method
The collocation method is a very efficient way to solve the Schriidinger equation, HY = Eq. Comprehensive descriptions of the collocation method as applied to atompolyatomic systems can be found in Refs. 1 and 5, and only a brief description particular to this work is given here. Two techniques have been implemented to increase the speed of the calculation by a factor of 4 when J= 0, and a factor of 28 when J=2, and they are discussed after the brief description of the collocation method.
One expresses q as a linear combination of N basis functions:
where r is a (configuration space) position vector. The collocation equations in this basis are given by
j=l where the bracket notation signifies that the jth function is operated on by the Hamiltonian operator, and then evaluated at the ith point. These equations can be written as the generalized eigenvalue problem Ax= XBx, or in terms of Eq. (25), (26) Hq= E,Rc, , where
Hij=(riiH-El&) and Rij=(ril4j).
CW
This form is reminiscent of the variational method, where one would use the more familiar matrix elements (29) instead. There are two consequences stemming from the differences in Eqs. (28) and (29). The most important one is that no integrals need be evaluated to calculate the matrix elements in Eq. (28); instead, the jth function is evaluated at the ith point to find Rij, while Hjj is obtained by operating on the jth function with the Hamiltonian and then evaluating it at the ith point. This is where the method derives its efficiency. The second, and less desirable consequence, is that the matrices H and R are not symmetric, thus the eigenvalues obtained are not guaranteed to be upper bounds of the true energy levels, and diagonalization of nonsymmetric matrices is less efficient than for symmetric matrices. Furthermore, the eigenvalues may be complex, and the eigenvectors are not guaranteed to be orthogonal to each other. We have found through experience that if enough points and functions are included in the basis to get reliable eigenvalues they will have negligible imaginary components, and the eigenvectors turn out to be very nearly orthogonal. In fact, the magnitude of the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalues are a valuable diagnostic for the adequacy of the basis set.
The number of points chosen must be the same as the number of functions in the basis if the equations are to be solved as the generalized eigenvalue problem. The number of functions in the basis is N, X NB,$, where NR is the number of radial functions and N,,+, is the number of angular functions. Therefore, NR radial points and NB,4 angular points will be chosen. The radial points are chosen using the Harris, Engerholm, and Gwinn (HEG) method.41 Peet and Yang note that the HEG method provides the optimal points for calculating potential matrices by an N point quadrature," and thus will be ideal for choosing the collocation points since the collocation method is equivalent to the variational procedure with all integrals approximated by an N point quadrature. The N, radial points are taken to be the eigenvalues of the matrix whose elements are tions that are sampled only at their nodes. These points chosen for the (b coordinate are Gauss-Chebychev points of order k max+ 1 that have been shifted.
The last two steps of the collocation method-are exactly Ri,j= I +ir+j dr,
where r is the intermolecular center-of-mass separation. Thus, after the radial contraction has been performed, the eigenvectors of the lowest NR eigenvalues are used to form the NR X NR HEG matrix, which in turn yields the collocation points in the radial coordinate upon diagonalization.
the same as in the Ar-HZ0 case.'> Briefly, we tlrst operate on the wave function with the Hamiltonian, then integrate out the spatial dependence of the complex. These two steps are covered in detail in Refs. 1, 5, and 27. After performing these steps, one has a set of coupled differential equations in the three-dimensional coordinate space of the molecule (R,tl,4).
The determination of the points at which to evaluate the angular functions presents some difficulty for two reasons. Fist, there are two angular coordinates, t9 and 4, but it is not a direct product basis in that each function in B is not paired with each function in 4, i.e., they define a sphere, not a plane. Second, the Wigner D matrices are global, not localized, functions. For these two reasons we distribute the No,+ points as evenly as possible in the 0,+ coordinate space rather than trying to choose points that are each associated with a specific basis function.
Having chosen as many points as there are functions for a given total angular momentum J and symmetry representation F, the coupled differential equations are forced to be exact at the set of points, which casts the problem in the form of the generalized complex unsymmetrical eigenvalue problem:
.
Finally, this generalized complex unsymmetrical eigenvalue problem is solved using standard packaged eigenanalysis routines (such as the NAG FO2GJF or IJMSL GVCRG) to yield eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Experience has shown that NB Gauss-Legendre points work well for the points in 0. These points are fairly uniformly spread in 0, but do not.include 8=0" or 8= 180". The majority of our effort when choosing points is spent in determining the optimum distribution of points in 4. Our current approach is to decide how many points are needed to sample the variation of the 4 dependence of the basis functions and then cycle through these points as they are paired with the points in B. The symmetry of the NH3 monomer allows one to distribute the points on the interval 0~+~/3 (instead of Os45S2m) since all values of 4 can be mapped onto this interval through symmetry operations. Generally, one spaces the points in 4 by rrl(kmax+ 1) radians, which will yield one more point than the extrema of cos(k,,r$) or sin@,,& on the region from 0 to--v, thereby ensuring that the variation of the highest order function in 4 will be adequately sampled. One uses NB,~IN@ points in (f, for each point in 0, but they are not the same points in Q, for each point in 0. For example, consider the Ai state in J=O with j,,=6
and km,= 6. There will be 7 points in B at thezeros of P7(cos 0) and 4 points in 4 .at 0, ~14; n-12, and 3~14, but there are only 15 angular functions of 'A; symmetry, thus each point in t9 cannot be paired with each point in 4. One would use two points in 4 for each point in 0, with the extra point in 4 used for t)=90", and the points would be chosen as follows: (4 d4j7 (4,ti, (wd, uw4j, (e3d1j, (fwd, (~44h)~ ebhd~ mdl). ~~sdi~~ wh), ukdd i4hh (e,dh, (9d33).
Two new features have been implemented to facilitate the calculation of the IPS. The first one is to avoid diagonalizing a matrix to calculate the derivatives of the Jacobian matrix when performing the least-squares fit by using the Hellman-Feynman theorem. Then nonlinear least-squares loop requires the partial derivative of each residual with respect to each parameter in a.n effort to find the best solution to the problem. Originally, the generalized complex eigenvalue problem Ax=XBx was solved to find the numerical derivative of each residual with-respect to each parameter. Therefore, if there are n parameters, the generalized complex eigenvalue problem must be solved n + 1 times for each step of the iteration. Since the eigenvectors of the diagonalization will change very little if the matrices A and B do not change much, the eigenvectors from the original diagonalization can be used to find the eigenvalues of the slightly perturbed situation rather than rediagonalizing the system. This is exactly the situation when the derivatives are being numerically determined for a given parameter by changing it by about one part in 10' and calculating the eigenvalues. The derivative of quantities such as the dipole moment or quadrupole coupling constants which are dependent on the wave fun&ns must be obtained from a full diagonalization, however. Fortunately, these quantities are obtained from the Al symmetry block with J= 0 which is a relatively small matrix (see Table  V) , and only requires about 4 CPU seconds for diagonalization.
The spacing of the points in 4 is determined by kmax-l-1, but the wave functions have both sin($) and cos($) components. Thus, if the points are distributed on the extrema of cos(k,,$) they will be on the nodes of sin (k,,&. To avoid this, an offset of l/4 the spacing is used when placing the points in 4, thereby ensuring that there will not be any funcThe generalized eigenvalue problem Ax=XBx is first solved, and the eigenvectors x are saved and used to find the eigenvalues when one of the parameters of the IPS is adjusted by a small amount (one part in 10') when finding numerical derivatives. The new eigenvalues can be obtained by solving h=x-lB-'A'x where A'=A,,+A,, with A, being the original matrix, and A, being the small difference between the original and the one that needs to be solved to find 
but the first term is simply the eigenvalue already obtained when diagonalizing the unperturbed matrices, and only the change AX need be found,
Firrthermore, since the kinetic energy and Coriolis terms in Bq. (1) It is found that the eigenvalues obtained in this fashion are good to about -10m6 cm-' as compared to performing the full diagonalization on the perturbed system. This is a very efficient way to find the numerical derivatives that are necessary for the nonlinear least-squares routine because in order to find them only the potential energy need be reevaluated at the collocation points. There is a small investment of time, however. One must invert and save B and x, and when performing the initial diagonalization, both eigenvalues and eigenvectors are required which necessitates slightly more CPU time. These two differences lead to approximately a factor of 3 more time than simply solving the generalized eigenvalue problem for A and B. The dividend of this investment is that it only fakes about l/IO as long to calculate each derivative required by the leastsquares loop. Therefore, this method becomes more attractive as the number of parameters included in the fit is increased; it is 4 times faster when fitting 13 parameters. It takes roughly 4 CPU hours on an IBM RISC/6000 model 650 workstation to perform one full iteration of the leastsquares loop with 13 parameters.
The generalized eigenvalue problem; and therefore the collocation method, do not require that B is invertible, whereas this method for speeding up the calculation most certainly does since B is explicitly inverted. It has been found however, that when reasonable answers (i.e., small -~----...--. imaginary components of the complex eigenvalues, and nearly orthogonal eigenvectors) are obtained from the collocation method, B is indeed invertible.
The second method employed to increase the speed was to exploit the fact that the potential is .diagpnal in ]a[,, and only the Coriolis interaction will couple states of different ]!2/. As discussed by van Blade1 et aL2* for a given,J,-final eigenvalues good to about 10m5 cm-' are obtainable by d< agonalizing each ldL/ subblock without including' the -offdiagonal Coriolis interaction: and then including. the offdiagonal Coriolis matrix elements [Eq. (4) lished transition frequencies will not be reproduced here in the interest of saving space. These data can be found in Refs. 10-12, 14, 16, and in the accompanying paper. In the process of fitting the data, we use specific VRT energy levels and rotational term values, rather than the band origins and B values determined from a fit to a phenomenological model. This prevents any inadequacies of the phenomenological models used when fitting vibrational bands from affecting the IPS determination. The quantities fit, and the agreement between observed and calculated values (0 -C) for these quantities are given in Tables VI and VII for the ortho and para states, respectively. The dimensionless root-mean-squared deviation (rmsd)42 of the fit is 1.22 (where a value of 1 indicates that on average, ail observations were fit to their stated uncertainty). The uncertainty assigned to each observation usually is an estimate of the accuracy of the model, but for ,uUa, e4Qaa 9 and the second virial coefficients it is the experimental uncertainty. The agreement with experiment is quite good. The largest discrepancies occur for the second virial coefficients and some of the rotational term values of the high lying para states, most of which are fit to within a factor of 2 of the estimated experimental uncertainty. 
B. The intermolecular potential energy surface
The IF'S determined from the fit is denoted AAl. The global minimum is 149.6 cm-i deep and is found at R=3.51 A, 8=96.6", and ~$=60". This corresponds to a nearly T-shaped configuration with the Ar atom bisecting the angle between two hydrogens. When 4 is fixed at O", the minimum shifts to R=3.83 A, 8=105.6", and it is now 121.4 cm-' deep. Thus, as the NH3 is rotated from a position in which the Ar atom in is the half-plane containing the symmetry axis but is between two hydrogens to a position where the Ar is in the half-plane containing both the symmetry axis and a hydrogen, the minimum energy configuration is 28 cm-' higher in energy than the global minimum, the center-of-mass separation increases by 0.26 A, and 8 increases from 96.6" to 105.6"; corresponding to the hydrogen end of NH, rotating away from the Ar. It must be emphasized that this is the position of the minimum on the surface, not the structure of the complex. In any VRT state, the complex is sampling a huge region of coordinate space, and does not have a well defined structure! Figures 2 and 3 show the potential energy as a function of two coordinates while holding the third one fixed. By choosing appropriate values for the fixed coordinate, one can ascertain the shape of the whole three-dimensional surface. The renormalized spherical harmonic expansions of -E(L~,#J) and R"( 0,d) are plotted as a function of 13 and $I in Figs. 4 and 5, and Fig. 6 plots the attractive and repulsive terms separately as a function of R and 8.
Since the anisotropy of the Ar-NH, IRS is on the same order as the lowest rotational energy level spacings in free NH, (both on the order of 20 cm-'), the NH3 subunit undergoes nearly free internal rotation. Only the lowest A state energy level, Z(Os, n=O), is not higher than all barriers to internal rotation. Although the wave function for any one state may be confined to certain regions of the surface, different states sample different regions, and thus the angular coordinates of the surface are completely sampled by the states that we have measured.
The anisotropy in the potential splits energy levels that would otherwise be degenerate. Consider the Z(lo, p1= 0) and II(l,, IZ = 0) states. The II state samples the region near 19=90" while the 2 state samples the regions-near 8=0" and 180" (see Fig. 7 ). Since the anisotropy in the surface causes the global minimum to occur near 0=90", the II state is lower in energy. Figures S(a) and 8(b) shows correlation diagrams for the vdW states with the free rotor NH, states.
Figures 2 and 3 are contour plots of V(R, 8,q3) as a function of R and 0 with I$ held at 60" and 0", respectively. An important observation is the following: while the global minimum of the IPS occurs at 3.57 A, the center-of-mass separation obtained from the rotational constant of the Z(O,, n=O) state is 3.83 A.11,*4 This apparent contradiction arises from the fact that the j,= O. free rotor wave function that is the primary contribution to the S(O,, n = 0) ground state is isotropic in both the 0 and 4 coordinates. Thus, the repulsive wall encountered at q%=O' and at values of 0 near 0" and 180" forces the C(O,,. n=O) eigenstate to have a larger center-of-mass separation than found at the global minimum of the IPS. This discrepancy clearly demonstrates the importance of determining the full multidimensional IPS to extract structural information for vdW dimers rather than relying on spectroscopic constants determined only for a few states, as has been done for many WEKs. Figure 3 clearly shows that one of the two dominant
Schmuttenmaer, Cohen, and Saykally: Potential energy surface for Ar-NH, Parts (e) and (f) are the probability densities at 30% of their maximum for the ortho states used to determine the IPS. The q5 coordinate is fixed at 60" in part (e), and 0" ia part (f).
bonded orientation is not the preferred orientation at the center-of-mass separations experienced by the complex, it is one of the preferred long-range orientations in accord with simple models. Figure 4 plots --e(f%d~) vs 6, and 4 which represents the minimum energy path experienced by the Ar-NH, complex as a function of rotations in 0 and 4. It is now possible to discuss the barriers to the internal motion without suffering from the effects of fixing the radial coordinate since -4&j) is defined to be the energy at the radial minimum. There are two barriers to internal rotation in the 6' coordinate; one is at 0" and the other at 180". The lower of the two is through the 8=180" configuration where the value of R is 3.88 A, and this barrier is 41 cm-' above the global minimum. The barrier at 0=0" also occurs at R = 3.8 8 A and is 50 cm-' above the global minimum. The barriers at 8=0" and B= 180" are independent of 4, as any quantity must be at these values of 8. The symmetry axis of the subunit is either parallel or 160 Schmuttenmaer, Cohen, and Saykally: Potential energy surface for Ar-NH, antiparallel to the vdW axis at tY=O" and 8=180"; thereby making it physically impossible for there to be any +depen-dence of the IPS at these two values of 8. The barrier to rotation in the 4 coordinate is 28 cm-' above the global minimum, and it occurs at 8= 105.6", R = 3.8 3 A (this is the minimum of the surface shown in Fig. 3 when 4 is fixed at 0"). There is significant angular-angular coupling on this IPS in addition to the angular-radial coupling already discussed, viz. the position of the minimum of the IPS in one angular coordinate depends on the value of the other angular coordinate. As the NIla subunit rotates from +=60" to $=O", and the Ar atom moves from between two hydrogens to over a hydrogen, 0 shifts from 96.6" to 105.6", thereby rotating the hydrogen end of the molecule away from the Ar atom. Figure 5 plots Rm( 0,~$) as. a function of C$ and 0. From this figure it is possible to see how the center-of-mass separation of the Ar and the NH, change (for the minimum energy path) as a function of 4 and 0. The qualitative features are similar to those in Fig. 4 . This indicates that the orientations of lowest energy are also the orientations with the smallest intermolecular separation. The most prominent difference is a bulge in the region near 8=60". This configuration corresponds to the Ar being at nearly the same angle off the NH, symmetry axis as are the hydrogens (the hydrogens are at 0=69"). Thus, it is not surprising that when 0 is fixed at 60", the center-of-mass distance is 0.20 A larger at 4=O", where the Ar is along an N-H bond, compared to $=60", where the Ar is between two hydrogens. Upon closer inspection, it is seen that the features in the Rm( S,4) plot are shifted to larger values of 0 compared to those in the plot of -e(e,$)>, which means that the Ar and NH3 can get closer together, but at a higher potential energy, when the hydrogens move out of the way.
The distance of closest approach of the radial minimum is seen to be 3.58 A at 8=106.3", +=60". This value of C#I indicates that the Ar is in the half-plane that contains the NH, symmetry axis and is between two hydrogens, and B= 106.3" places the Ar in the gap between the lone pair of electrons of NH, and the repulsion of the hydrogens. Finally, it is evident how much angular-radial coupling is present in this complex when the NH, undergoes internal rotation. This is especially pronounced in the t) coordinate where center-of-mass distance at 8= 106.3" is 0.33 A smaller than at 8= 180". In the 4 coordinate the center-of-mass separation is 0.22 A smaller at (8,~)=(106. 3",60") than at (~,~)=(129",0°), which is also a substantial variation in Rm as a function of angle.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the attractive and repulsive contributions to the surface for (p=60", respectively. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) present these same contributions for +=O". These depict the degree of repulsion and attraction that exists for +=O', in the region near 8=69", i.e., along the direction of the N-H bond. It is also clear from (bj how much closer together the subunits can get when +=60", especially at 8= 1 lo", which is the region of the "pocket" between the hydrogens and the lone pair of electrons. Naturally, the minimum occurs where the gradients due to attraction and repulsion are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Therefore, relatively ,small changes in either the attractive or repulsive contributions to the surface can shift the position of the minimum significantly. The maximum exchange repulsion will be in the regions of the hydrogens and the lone pair of electrons, but these same regions will also provide the maximum amount of attractive interaction due to dispersion. Thus, it is the intimate details of the balance of these two anisotropic interactions that shapes the experimentally determined surface. Finally, one notes that the exponentially decaying repulsive contribution to the surface falls off much more rapidly as a function of distance compared to the attractive contribution, implying that the long-range interactions are defined by the induction and dispersion coefficients.
C. VRT wave functions
Contour plots of the probability density W*!l! for the states included in the fit are plotted in Figs. 9 through 12. Each plot has been normalized to 10. The wave functions of the ortho states are plotted as a function of R and 0 with q!~ fixed at 60" in Fig. 9 . The high degree of angular-radial coupling between the X(1,, n= 0) and Z(Oa, n = 1) states is evident in (c) and (d) of Fig. 9 . In the absence of angularradial coupling, the wave function for the X,(1,, n=O) state would not have any variation in R, much like that for the mo, n=O) ground state, and the wave function for the X(0,, pt= 1) state would not have any variation in 0, i.e., the nodal plane separating the regions of nonzero probability would be parallel to the R or 0 axes. Part (b) of Fig. 9 clearly shows how the I'I(l,, n =0) state samples the region near 0=90" making it the lowest energy state that correlates to j,= la. Finally, parts (e) and (f) of Fig. 9 present the contours at 30% of the maximum probability for all five ortho states for q5=60" and +=O", respectively. These give a good indication of the volume of coordinate space sampled by the ortho states that are included in the fit. The repulsion due to the hydrogen atoms is manifested in larger radial separations as seen in part (f) of Fig. 9 compared to part (e) . Simi@ plots are &eiented for the paru states in Figs. 10 through 13. The wave functions of the four states correkiting with jk= 1 1 with n=O &e plotted in Fig. 10 for &60". Figure 11 plots the same four states with II = 1'. The c' and 2" wave finctions plotted with n = 0 (Fig. 10 ) are seen to be nearly symmetric with respect'to tj=90°; &ich is why the inversion tunneling is practi&ily unbuekhed in these states and they are separated by 22 GHz, co&pared to 24 GHz for free NH,. Thdse for the 2 states with n= 1 are not as synimetric with respect to 6=90", which explains why the inversion-tunneling splitting drops to 18'GHz in these states. The center-of-mass separation in the 2 states'actualljr decreases in n = 1 compared to n = 0, which stems from the high degree of mixing with the c(&, n = 0) states. This initially surprising result is corroborated by the fact that the rotational constants of the 2 states with n= 1 are larger than those in II = 0 .15 Parts (c) and (dj of Figs. 10 and 11 plot the wave functions for the Ii1 , states with n = 0 and R = 1. It is clear that oue II state mainly .samples the region near B=O", while the other mainly samples the region near 8= 180", The Il"pper(l 1, n = 1) state is also seen. to exhibit a high degree of angular-radial coupling. The wave functions of Fe states correlating to jk=21 ve plotted in Fig. 12 for 4=60". The inversion-tunneling sp,Jitting of the 22, states is measured to be about 14 GHz,16 which explains why these states are not as symmetric with respedt to 8=90" as the other C states are. It is also clear from this figure that the k2, states sample the deepest part of the potential, which makes them have the lowest energy of the states correlating to j,= 2 L. Similarly, it is seen that the lower energy IT2, state primarily samples a region near @= 180", with a secondary maximum at 70", while the higher energy II2, state mainly samples the region near 8=0". The 22, states mainly sample the region near 8=50", and have a secondary maximum near 140".
Finally, the contours at 30% of the maximum for all the A~o==(~I ,n=O) ,*0/t!--I,...*....,.,.,....,.,.,... ..I 2.9 3.4 3.9 4.4 4.9 5.4 5.9 R (Angstroms) FIG. 12. Probability density for A"""Y2,, n =O), A"pper(2,, ti = 0). Ti'0wer(2,, II =O), ITPp'(2,, n = 0). 81(21, 12 = O), and B'(2,, n = 0) as a function of R and -9 with q!~ fixed at 60". para states included in the fit are plotted for 4=60" and 0: in Fig. 13 parts (a) and (b), respectively. It is seen that a slightly larger ;adial region is sampled by the pat-u states compared to the ortho states. This arises for two reasons, the first is that the para states studied here are in general higher in energy than the ortho states (see Fig. 8 ), and this gives them a larger classically accessible region. Even the lowest energy pm-u states are about 12 cm-' above the lowest ortho state. The second reason is that the high density of .states leads to a large degree of mixing, so even the states that are labeled n=O can have significant n= 1. character, except for the states correlating to j,= 1 1 with 12= 0.
D. The experimentally determined parameters
Table VIII presents the parameters and uncertainties, as obtained f?om the fit. Care was taken in the final fit to ensure that each parameter was well determined, i.e., that the magnitude of a parameter is greater than its uncertainty. In order to achieve this, some parameters must remain fixed during -. _.--. the nonlinear least-squares routine. Fixed parameters were held at zero in the absence of a good reason to fix them at anything else.
.z
The correlations between parameters were quite small; the magnitude of the correlation between all pairs of parameters except two was less than 0.91. The largest correlation is between q. and PO0 and is -0.97. These two parameters are often highly correlated in this type of fit since the spectroscopic data determines the shape of the well far more precisely than the well depth, and simultaneous change in these two parameters can essentially raise or lower the whole well without appreciably changing its shape. These parameters are not as highly correlated as they might have been since the virial coefficient data were included, thereby giving an independent measure of the well depth. The second largest correlation is between &e and ezo, and is 0.91. A noteworthy point is that the largest correlation between eZo, RTo, or pZo with es3 or R!$ is only -0.63, and that these two sets of parameters contribute about the same amount to the surface. Van Bladei et aL21 have suggested that at R-3.75 A the contribution from the V,, terms is about 15 tunes larger than that from V2, terms on the basis of the agreement of predictions from the ab initio surface of Bulski et ~1.~' with experimental data. The effective angular surfaces determined from experimental data"S'2 were unable to determine the V,, contribution because the data measured were insensitive to this aspect of the surface. By including the recently measured Berkeley data and simultaneously fitting almost all other available data, the contributions from V,, and V,, terms have finally been separated, and the results are not in agreement with the ab initio predictions. The most direct method for verifying the contribution of V,, terms to the IPS would be to measure transitions to Ar-NH, states correlating with j,= 3s because the 2(3,, n=O) states will be the first ones to directly sample the threefold variation of the IPS as a function of 6. There are two .&r-NH3 states that correlate to jk=33, one is of Ai symmetry, and the other Ai symmetry. The former state can interact with the A i ground state (which correlates to j,= O0 j through the es3 term of the IPS, but the one of Ai symmetry cannot, and this results in a large energy separation. The 23, Al state is predicted to be 82.3 cm-' above the ground state, and the x3, A; state is predicted to be 88.8 cm-' above the ground state due to the above mentioned interaction. The correlations among the V,, and V,, terms can then be eliminated by experimentally determining the energy of the Ai and A; states of Ar-NH, that correlate to j,= 3 3. Unfortunately, the transition dipole from the ground state to states correlating to jk=33 are very small which makes it difficult to measure a direct transition. The transition moment calculated for the most intense of these transitions is about 0.012 D, compared to 0.19 D for the X(0,, n = 1 )tS(Os, IZ = 0) transition. Fortunately, the Vs3 contribution to the IPS is also manifested in interactions between states with k= 1 and those with k=2. Since these states occur in pairs, the effects of the V33 terms in the IPS are not as transparent as in the example above with j,= 3s) but their contribution can indeed be determined given enough experimental data. In fact, measurements of the j,= 1 1, j,= 2a, and j,= 2 1 states have allowed both us and Grushow et all6 to determine the V3, contribution to the surface.
Further tests to verify the accuracy of the IPS include measurement of the spectrum of the perdeuterated complex, Ar-ND,, and to measure transitions to states of higher energy in Ar-NH,.
The X(1,, n=l), cY"(ll, n=2)fl'(2;, n=l);andlI'oWer(22, n=2)/.I110we'(ll,n=2)statesaregood candidates because they have reasonably strong transition dipoles from the ground state (about 0.19 D), and they are within 30 to 40 cm-' of dissociation. The accuracy of repulsive regions of the surface will be best tested by comparing rotational excitation cross sections of NH, by collisions with Ar with those calculated from this IPS (see Sec. IV B).
There are only two contributions to p(&#+--P, and &,. The value of p(13,+) gives the steepness of the repulsive wall at a particular value of (0,#, where a large value for p(S,& implies a very steep repulsive wall [see ECq. (16)]. The isotropic value is 3.482 A-'. The & term is -0.353 A-', which causes the repulsive wall to become steeper at 0=90", and less steep at 19=0" and 8=180". There are two issues involving the repulsive terms that must be addressed. One is that there is not a &-, parameter, but there is a fairly sizable p20 parameter which brings into question whether, or not the expansion in spherical harmonics has been carried out far enough. The second issue is that there are not &, and & terms to provide steric repulsion from the hydrogen atoms directly. Both of these issues can be addressed as follows: Many fits were attempted with a wide variety of terms for the expansion of pte,& and satisfactory results were obtained only when the PO0 and &, terms were the only ones included. More importantly, it is seen from Figs. 2 through 6 that there is indeed variation in the repulsive wall of the IPS in the vicinity of the hydrogen atoms. This variation arises even when & and & terms are not explicitly included because the surface is a combination of attractive and repulsive contributions, and variation in the attractive contribution (the E30r E33> R';b, and Ry3 terms are all significant) can affect the effective behavior of the repulsion. The coupling of the attractive and repulsive contributions to the surface is also explicit because R,X 0, q5) iu Eq. (16) is set equal to Rm( 0,d) during the parameterization of the IPS in order to reduce the number of unknown parameters.
Finally, if (TIT-f3) were substituted for B in IPS, the vibrational energies and rotational term values would not change. The only changes would be the sign of quantities that are projections of the odd multipole moments of the NH3 monomer on the vdW axis, i.e., the dipole moment, octopole moment, etc. The significance of this observation lies in the fact that the magnitude, but not the sign, of the dipole moment of Ar-NH3 has been determined experimentally.14 Upon initial consideration, it would seem that there would be an ambiguity in the sign of the Plm, cl,,, , and Rym parameters when (Z+m) is odd, i.e., that it would be possible to simultaneously change the sign of all these parameters without affecting the eigenvalues and wave functions determined from the IPS. This does not occur, however, because the signs of the low order dispersion and induction coefficients are known, and these coefficients remain fixed during a fit. We attempted to fit the experimentally measured quantities to an IPS wherein the sign of all parameters with odd (1 + m) had been changed. While the rmsd of the fit did not get significantly larger, the shape of the surface became unphysical. That is, the regions of closest approach were directly al&g the N-H bond, and the long-range behavior was in disagreement with that expected from the theoretically determined induction and dispersion contributions. The high order induction and dispersion coefficients were much too large and offset the contribution from the low order coefficients that are known from theory. Attempts were also made to fit the data when changing the sign of some, but not all, of the coefficients with odd (I + m), and the eigenvalues obtained were completely unreasonable. We thus conclude that the sign of the ground state dipole moment of Ar-NH, is negative. That is, that the vibrationally averaged projection of the permanent NH, dipole moment points away from the Ar atom. In other words, the expectation value of cos t9 is negative in the ground state.
Schmuttenmaer, Cohen, and Saykally: Potential energy surface for 165 IV. DISCUSSION
A. Internal motions: Hindered rotations and NH3 inversion
It is the hindered rotations of the monomer due to the anisotropy in the IPS that give rise to the bending vibrations of the complex and the rich variety of spectroscopic features. A qualitative understanding of the ordering of the lowest few Ar-NH3 bending vibrational levels is attained by considering the regions of the potential that are sampled by the free rotor wave functions that a particular state most nearly correlates with.
If the motion for the NH, subunit shown in Fig. 7 is compared with the IPS shown in Figs. 2-4 , it is appreciated that the II n = 0) state samples, on average, regions with lower energy than the x(1,, n=O) state. This will lead to a lowering of the energy for the Il( lo, n = 0 j state relative to the x(1,, y1=0) and is a sensitive measure of the e20 term of the surface. Had there been a minimum on the IPS at 8=0" and possibly a secondary minimum at f3= 180", then the ordering of these two levels would be reversed, such as is the case in Ar-HC1.4 The ordering and separation of the s(lo, iz = 0) and II(l,, n = 0) in Ar-NH, unambiguously determines the contribution of the eZo coefficient.
Similar arguments hold for the order and separation of the A(2,, n-O), 11(20, R=O), and x(2,, n=O) states. The B dependence for these functions, in the limit of free internal rotation, is sin' 0, sin Bcos 0, and 3 cos2 0-1, respectively.31 Thus, it is seen that the ~9 dependence of 3 will be in the region of 90" for the A(2,, n = 0) state, and will be localized further from 90" in going to the lT(2,, n = 0) state, and will be even further away from 0=90" in the C(20, y1= 0) state. Thus, the A state is expected to be lowest in energy, followed by the II state, and finally the 2 state.
The 0 dependence of the functions that correlate to free rotor states of NH, that have k= 0 is always symmetric (or antisymmetric) with respect to 6)=90°. Since the internal rotations are fast compared to .the inversion-tunneling frequency (0.8 cm-'), the inversion coordinate effectively samples a symmetric environment. It would therefore be expected that the inversional motion is not quenched in the lowest few states with k= 0 where the density of states is low. An alternative way to realize the absence of quenching in these states is that the basis state is freely inverting, and the only way to quench this inversion will be through mixing with basis states of opposite inversion symmetry, i.e., the only way for the inversion to be quenched in the x(0,, n = 0) state is if the potential mixes in some x(1,, n = 0) character, and those states have sufficiently different energies that there is very little mixing (see Table XI ). Since one of the inversion levels of every pair is forbidden for the k = 0 states of NH,, it is impossible to measure the inversion-tunneling splitting directly in these states. The nuclear spin weights of the perdeuterated form of ammonia, ND,, do allow both inversion symmetries for each inversion pair. Measurement of the FIR spectrum of At--ND, would reveal the amount of inversion in the ND, subunit in the states that correlate with k= 0 free rotor states (the A states). The gas phase ND, inversion frequency is 1600 MH.z,~~ and is thus easily resolv-able. The ND, subunit would be more hindered than NH, by the IPS as well, which would make this an ideal candidate to probe the asymmetry of the environment of the .inversion coordinate. Table IX lists the predicted energy levels for  Ar-ND, obtained from the AA1 IPS.   TABLE IX . Predicted energies in cm -' for bound vibrational states of Ar-ND, with OSJG2. The labels indicate the dominant free rotor contribution to the eigenstate, and become more qualitative at higher energies. The full rovibrational symmetry is designated. The model uncertainty is roughly 1 GHz (0.03 cm-') for the vibrational levels, but the relative uncertainty for the rotational levels for any given state is only 5 MHz.
The E states of Ar-NH3 behave quite differently than the A states discussed above. For example, an Ar-NH3 state that correlates with j, = 1 i with a= 1 can sample either the region near 0=0" or 0= 180", which leads to a splitting of the parity doublets that comprise that state since the potential has lower energy in the region near 180" than in the region near 13=0". This also leads to the quenching of the inversion of the NH, subunit since there is now an asymmetry along the inversion coordinate. Similarly, states of Ar-NH3 with a>0 that correlate with the jk=2i and jk= 2, states of NH, will have the NH, inversion quenched. Namely, eigenfunctions of Ar-NH, that are comprised of roughly symmetric or antisymmetric combinations of the basis states will have a B dependence that is not symmetric (or antisymmetric) about 8=90". This is because the basis states are made up of symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of states in which the 8 dependence is not symmetric or antisymmetric about 8=90". Therefore, the probability of finding the eigenstate at a certain value of t9 (or 180"-19) will not be symmetric with respect to 8=90", and the inversion coordinate of the NH, subunit will have an asymmetric environment thereby quenching the inversion tunneling of the NH, subunit. It has been found experimentally that the inversion of the NH, subunit in the z6,(1i, n=O) and C,(lt, n=O) states is undergoing nearly free inversion, and that it is almost completely quenched in the II1ower(lt, n=O) and II"PPe'(l,; n=O) states." This behavior will be observed in general for the E states, i.e., the NH, subunit will be relatively freely inverting in the C states of the complex, but the inversion will be quenched in those states with s1>0. As in the case with all the A states, only mixing through the potential or through the Coriolis interaction will quench the subunit inversion in the 2 states of E symmetry. The inversion splitting of the 2 states of E symmetry decreases as the energy increases. It is about 22 GHz in the j,= 1, , n =0 Z states, and it drops to about 18 GHz for the j,== 1 i , n = 1 2 states, and further drops to about 14 GHz in the j,= 2 t , n = 0 2 states. This is a result of increased mixing with states that have the opposite inversion-tunneling symmetry. Furthermore, as the energy increases, so does the density of states, which leads to increased mixing among the states with a concomitant decrease in the inversion splitting.
A; vibrational symmetry state moo, n=O) lI"(l@ n=O) WI,, n=O) AS,,, n=O) wo,, n= 1) rr"(l,, n= 1) IY(2,, n=O)/rI'oY3,, n=O) 8'(2c, n=O) JI '"~wer(3,, n 
n= 1) A'ower(3s, n= 1) S"(l,, n=2)/;r;'(2,, n=2) rlI"(l,, n=3)/l-P"""(3,, n=l) A""PPer(3s, II = 1) Z5(3,, tz= l)Lxyoo. n=4) A'owcr(41, n = 0) .,.
rl"(l,, n=3)/I+F(3s, n=l) syo,, n=4)W(lc, n=3) rP0=(4s, n = 0) A'0W"r(4,,n=0)lA"(3,,,n= 1) 8"(1,,n=3)/8n(43,n=O) JIrP'='(4,, n = 0) Y(4j. n=O) A""rer(4s, n=O) II'(2,, n = 2)/lI'owW(3s, n = 2) V(4s, n=O)l.C'(Oo, n=4) lY(l,, n=4) Iwo,, n=5) A"(3,, n=l) A'owC(3s, n = 2) 1;"(3,, n= I)/lI"(3a, n=l) rI"P'='(3,, n = 2) rI"(3,, n= 1) X" (l,, n=4) Table X displays all bound levels of Ar-NH, with J62 obtained from this IPS. Eight radial functions were used when calculating the energy levels shown in Tables IX and X to ensure accurate results near the dissociation limit. Table  XI reports the largest contributions of basis states to several of the low lying eigenstates with J-2. As the dissociation limit is approached, there is a much higher density of states, and it becomes almost meaningless to use labels based on the dominant free rotor state due to the large amount of mixing. Coriolis interactions perturb and mix levels that correlate to the same free rotor state but have values of Sz that differ by one. Angular-radial coupling implies a mixing of states with A'; vibrational symmetry state W(l,, n=O) AS& n=O) rI"(l", II= 1) rI'(h, n=o)/ll'ow~(3~, n=O) I" (3,, n=O) -63.1165 l-f'ower(3,, n = 0)/A'ower(3j, n = 0) A"=(3s, n = O)/l-i'ow" (3,, n A; vibrational symmetry state A'0wer(3g, n = 0)/II'owcr(33, n = 0) 8" (3,, n=O) Y(l,, n= 1) A"P~r(33, n = 0) rI"pp=(33, n = 0) syo,, n=2) A%t', n=l) rY(l,, n=2) rI5(3*, n=O) Y(&, n= I) A"(3<:n = 0) Y&J, n=2)/xQ(Oa, n=3) zyo,, n=3)/P(3a, n=O) rII"(3@ n=O)/rP(2@ n=l) A'owu(33, n = 1) Y(l,, n=2)/C"(zQ, n=2) W(l", n=3)/ri"=(33, n=l) ADpper(33 , n = 1) 6"(3,, f-z= I)/c"(O,, n=4) A'ower(443, n = 0) W(l,, n=3)/rI"PPe'(33, n= 1) 8"(0,, n=4)lCS(lo, n=3) rI'ower(4g, n = 0) Afawer(43, n = O)/A=(3,, n = 1) XYlo, n=3)ICs(43, n=oj l-r""(4,, n = 0) SS(43, n=O) A"PP=(4,, n = 0) lY(2,, n = 2)/IIf"wer(3,, n = 2) X5(4,, n=O)/Y(O@ n=4) rI"(la, n=4) X"(O,, n=5) hS(30, n= 1) A10wer(33, n = 2) Y(30, n=l)/rI"(3@ n= 1) rPP" (3,, n=2) w(3,, n= ij Xl,, n=4) lI"(3a, n=O)/IIs(q, n=l) A'Q"'13,. II = 1) rP(l", ;z'=3)/r+(33, ?z= 1) A"4'p(3S, n = 1) A'ow~(~, ,I = 0) l-P&, n=3)Krp'=(33, n= 1) pwrr(4,, n = 0) A' 0N'er(4;, r~=oj ._. . l-f"Pp"(43, n=o)/A"PP"(+,n=o) A"P~(~,,~=O)~P~r(~,.=O) IT"&,, n=2)/l-I"'we' (3,, n=2) rPY3,, n = 2) A"(3a, n= 1) A'owa(33, n = 2) X0(33, n=2) lW3a, n= 1) rl"Pp" (3,) -45.3989 -42.3381 -37.5056 -34.7081 -30.9748 -29.6302 -29.3172 -24.4526 -22.9916 -18.1935 -17.9010 -15.8838 -15.1856 -12.3804 -11.0438 -10.1373 -9.6012 -6.8378 -5.6068 -3.4424 -3. A"PPc(2, , a = 1) IPQ , n = 1 )/l-I'""~(3,, n = 0) C"(l,, n=2)/F(3,, n=O) rJFY2, , n = 1) rI"pper(3*, n = O)/rr '"""(3 ' , n = 0) A'0wer(32, n = 0)/A '""w(z3(31, n =O) rF+Yl ', n=2) X5 (3,, n=o -42.2624 -42.1183 -41.7635 -41.9712 -41.8593 -41.5533 -41.5739 -41.2110 -40.6328 -40.2552 -39.8641 -39.5041 -39.1961 -38.0049 -37.8743 -37.6103 -36.9862 -36.2972 -36.0050 -34.9436 -34.6403 -34.5987 -32.0434 -32.2131 -32.0462 -31.7103 -31.0083 -30.5754 -30.0809 -29.7636 -29.438 1 -29.2339 -28.8311 -27.5129 -27.3077 -27.4476 -27.2182 -26.8231 -25.0754 -24.4373 -22.6524 -19.1885 -19.0467 -18.7634 -18.7424 -17.1999 -16.2902 -16.1395 -15.8382 -14.3579 -10.9975 -10.4310 -10.2858 -9.9955 -8.6041 -8.4776 -8.2247 -4.8542 -4.7041 -4.4040 -4.1680 -4 A"='er(3p, n = O)/A '"=(3,, n = 0) rP=(ll, n=2) 8" (3', n=O) lC"(4,$, n=O) A"P~'"'(&, n = 1) rI '"""'(3, , n = 0) lrPi= (3,, n=O) A""Per(3,, n = 0) A'ower(4q, n = 0) 'c"(4,, n=O)P(3,, n=O) !Pwcr(44, n = 0) Irpq ' , n = 2)/IrPP~'(2, , n = 2) P'(2,, r~=2)lC=(4~, n=O) rPp"(4,$, n = 0) ZQ(l', n=3)W(h-, n=2) Aiower(2,, n = 2)/A"ppr(44, n = 0 ) A"PPer(44, n = 0) A"""=(2 , n = 2) A'""42z, n = 2)/kower(32, n = 1) zc(2,, n=2)/F(l,, n=3) Aupper&, n = 2) z*(32, n= 1) A'0wer(32, n = I ) A"p'=r(32, IZ = 1) S"(&, ~l=3)/c'(2~, n=2) x=(1,, n=4) CY31, n=l) X" (&, n=3) -39.8642 -39.5037 -39.1953 -37.9680 -37.8405 -37.5819 -36.9863 -36.2956 --36.0010 -34.9423 -34.6394 -34.5958 -32.0434 -32.1756 -32.0103 -31.6778 -31.0089 -30.5763 -30.0788 -29.7588 -29.4204 -29.2185 -28.8194 -27.5050 -27.2953 -27.4097 -27.1868 -26.7935 -25.0753 -24.4372 -22.6524 --18.7426 --19.1672 -19.0253 -18.7417 -17.1999 -16.3015 -16.1508 -15.8496 -14.3579 -10.9975 -10.4299 -10.2848 -9.9947 -8.5598 -8.4332 -8.1803 -4.8374 -4.6873 -4.3871 -4.1217 -3.9861 -3.7153 the same value of Sz, and does not depend on the free rotor state that the level correlates with. The IPS itself mixes the free rotor states and is of course the explicit source of the angular-radial coupling. Due to the large amount of mixing, it can be quite difficult to 1abeI the vibrational states because there is often not any single basis state that dominates the eigenstate. It is found that the eigenvectors are typically about 90% pure with respect to the angular basis for the ortho states as well as the lowest few para states. That is, for a given eigenvector, the sum of the squared coefficients of the basis states with identical angular dependence (but with possibly more than one radial basis state) is about 0.90. This indicates that the ES is not significantly mixing the free rotor states of the monomer in these eigenstates. There is significant mixing of the angular basis of the para states starting at energies as low as 30 cm-' above the ground state. For example, the Z)a(22, n = 0) state has about 25% x,(1,, y1= 1) character. This results from the fact that the energy for free internal rotor 22 states is 28 cm-' above the free internal rotor 1, levels, while the vdW stretching frequency is about 34 cm-'. Therefore, the zero-order energies of these levels tie quite close to each other, and the V,, term in the potential mixes them substantially.
Another important consequence of the high degree of mixing in E states is that the ordering of the parity components of a state with R>O can be reversed relative to that expected in the absence of anisotropy in the IPS. In particular, the E' component of the IIIOwer( 1 1, YI = 1) state lies (Continued.) = Ar-NH, with 0=%7=~2. The labels indicate the dominant free rotor cont.+ bution to the eigenstate, and become more qualitative at higher energies. The full rovibrational symmetry is designated. The model uncertainty is roughly 1 GHz (0.03 cm-') for the vibrational levels, but the relative uncertainty for the rotational levels for any given state is only 5 MHz. II'Ower(l r, n = I ) state is only 32 GHz above the I?,,"( 1 r, E' vibrational symmetry state zm,, n=O) lPyl,, n=O) II"P"'(l,, n=O) PC&, n=O) l-P=y& , n = 0) l-rPp"(&, n=O) A'oWer(2a, n = 0) Bc(l,, II= 1) AtaWW(2,, n = 0) rFr(l,, n= 1) rI"Pt=(l,, n=l) A"rt'=(h_, n=O) A"r+Y2,, n = 0) l-F0""(2*, n = 0) 8"(2,, n=o) rrPY2,, n=O) ml,, n=2)/F(2,, n= 1) pl'OW~r(l,, n=2) .'ow=r(22 ) n = 1) W" '" ( 1, , n = 2) -27. There are two published ab initio studies of the Ar-NH, complex. 19Jo In both of these the global minimum is found 
SW,, n=O) lPWYll, n=O) IFy 1, , N = 0) 8'(1,, n= 1) rPWcr(ll, n= 1) II"pper(ll, n= 1) rPy2,, n = 0) H"(&, n=oj lr""'(2, , n = 0) " for a T-shaped configuration with the Ar localized in the half-plane that contains the NH, symmetry axis, and bisects the angle between two hydrogens. Expressed in our coordinate system, Bulski et ~1." find the global minimum to be 134 cm-' deep, located at R = 3.59 A, 19= 105", and 4=60". ChaIastiski et al. I9 find the global minimum to.be 115 cm-* deep, located at R=3.76 A, 8=101", +=60". Experimentally, we find the global minimum to be 149.6 cm-' deep, located at R=3.57 8, 8=96.6", and +=60". The surface is a delicate balance of attractive and repulsive forces, both of which are largest in magnitude near the hydrogens and the lone pair of electrons, and it only takes a small shift in either the attractive or repulsive energy, or a slight change in the anisotropy for the minimum of the IPS to move significantly. Table VIII of Ref. 11 compares the observed II( lo, n = 0) and x(1,, n=O) bending energy levels, ground state dipole moment, and the quadrupole coupling constants in the ground state, II( lo, n = 0) state, and Z%(lo, n = 0) state with calculated values from these surfaces. It is seen that the ab initio surfaces attain qualitative, but not quantitative agreement with experiment. The surface of Bulski et d2' performs somewhat better than that from Chalasiriski et al. lg
The attractive and repulsive contributions of the two ab initio surfaces are in good agreement with each other along +=60", but the surface of Bulski et aL2' find more repulsion and less attraction along 4=O", which leads to a larger amount of variation. A qualitative difference between both ub initio results and the experimentally determined IPS is found by comparing Fig. 1 of Ref. 20 with Fig. 6 (remembering that 8 in our coordinate system is 180"-6' in their's). We find more attraction and repulsion at 8= 180" than at 8=0" for a given value of R, whereas they find the opposite. That is, wd fidd that the lone pair exerts a larger influence on the Ar atom than ddes. t.h% gap between the three hydrogen atoms, whereas they find the opposite.
Bulski et al. find roughly 110 cm-' of variation in the surface as a function of I3 and Cp with R fixed at 7.09 bohr (3.75 A). The experimentally determined surface-has only about 40 cm-' of variation for the same center-of-mass separation. We do find, however, about 100 cm-' of variation when R is. fixed at 3.57 A, the configuration that passes through the minimum for +=60" (Fig. 2) , but there is little dependence on 4. The ub initio study of Bulski et al. finds almost 90 cm-' of variation as a function of 4 at this centerof&ass separation when 8 is chosen such that the Ar passes over the hydrogens. When taking a cut of the surface at fixed R, there is always the possibility of finding more variation in the potential energy than the molecule would experience in traversing the minimum energy path, especially when there is a significant amount of angular-radial coupling. It could be that some of the variation of the energy reported by Bulski et al. arises from this effect. The position of the global minimum is quite close to that determined experimentally, thus any deviations of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors calculated from their surface from those measured &perimentally are probably due to the excess anisotropy in their ub initio surface.
The surface of Chafasiriski et al. does not have quite as much variation as a function of 0 and 4. It has roughly 70 cm-! of overall variation as a function of 6, and 4 at 3.75 A, and about 45 cm-' of variation as a function of $ when the Ar is confined to passing over the hydrogens. Since the anisotropy of this surface seems to be closer to that determined experimentally, the fact that the center-of-mass sedaration for the global minimum is somewhat too large must adversely affect the agreement with experiment. One expects lower anisotropy at larger R since both attractive and repulsive contributions are decreasing, and much more anisotropy might be found at'smaller distances. The ub initio stud:& perform reasonably well in regard to the position and depth of the global minimum, but they find significantly more anisotropy than is present in the experimentally determined surface.
Very recently, a third ab initio study of the Ar-NH, complex has been carried out by Tao and Klemperer.45 This study utilized supermolecular calculations using MdllerPlesset perturbation theory up to fourth order (MP4), and a basis set that contains functions at the midpoint between the Ar atom and the NH, center of mass. They-@&very good agreement with experiment, and state that the bond-centered basis functions, or bond functions, are very effective-in determining the correlation energy, which is normally obtained through polarization functions, while allowing the basis set size to be kept at manageable levels, They find the global minimum to be 130.1 cm-' deep at R=3.628 A, e=90as and +=60", compared to the 149.6 cm-t deep experimentally determined global 0 minimum located at R = 3.57 A, t3=96.6O, and +=60". Although the calculated well depth is 20 cm-i smaller than the experimental value, the anisotropy in the well depth of the radial minimum as a function of 6 and C$ is typically reproduced to within 5 cm-'. The largest discrepancy occurs at 0= 135", 4=60" where the calculated value is 30 cm-' above the global minimum, compared to an experimental value of 22 cm-'. This calculated surface is exceptional in that it agrees equally well with the experimental surface for both +=60" and $=O". Similarly, the absolute position of the radial minimum~is slightly over estimated by about 0.04 A, but the anisotropy as a function of 0 and 4 is typically reproduced to within 0.02 A. The largest discrepancy again occurs at 8= 135'; r$=60" where the-calculated value is 0.13 w too large. While the calculated position and depth of the radial minimum are both slightly more anisotropic than the experimental surface, and the calculated surface is still not of spectroscopic accuracy, this surface is the best ab inifio surface for Ar-NHi-to date. Furthermore, it is the only one to correctly characterize the delicate balance of anisotropic attractive and repulsive forces. Finally, this same level of theory has also been used to determine the AI---HF and Ar-Hz0 intermolecular potential'energy surfaces in very good agreement with experiment,45 thereby suggesting that this may be a reliable, general method to treat weakly bound complexes.
It is also possible to compare the experimentally determined Ar-NH, IPS with the AW2 IPS determined for Ar-HzO.' The most striking difference is the location'of the global minimum. In both cases the minimum occurs for the roughly T-shaped configuration. For Ar-Hz0 it is found when the Ar atom is in the plane of the water molecule, whereas for Ar-NH, it is in the half-plane that contains the symmetry axis but is between two hydrogensIn the c&e of AT-HaO,l the AW2 surface has a single minimum about 145 cm-' deep at R= 3.64 A and 8=74.3" with a 26 cm-' barrier to internal rotatibn through 13=0", and -17 cm-' barrier through 17=180" when the Ar is in the plane of thq,HzO. When the Hz0 subunit is rotated by 90";.the surface has saddle point at 8=100", which is about 55 cm" above the global minimum, and develops a double minimum. The pi-imary minimum is at 8= 180", and is about -20 cm-' higher than the global minimum, and the secondary minimum is '%i additional 10 cm-" higher and is found at 0=0".' ' The two minima correspond, in fact, to the positions of the barriers to _. .s-.. in-plane rotation, indicating the strong preference for-the coplanar configurations.
In the case of Ar-NH, , there is a single'minimum about 145 cm-' deep when the Ar is between two hydrogens at R=3.57 A and 19=96.6", and the barriers to rotation are about 50 and 40 cm-' through 8=0" and 8= 180", respectively, i.e., the minimum when c$=O' is 27 cm-' higher than the glzbal minimum. The barriers. are larger than for Ar-HzO, but the preferred direction in both cases is through the configuration with the hydrogens pointing away from the Ar. Furthermore, upon rotating the NH, by 6O"to obtain the configuration that places the Ar atom in the half-plane that contains a hydrogen atom (analogous to that ,for Ar-HZ0 in which all four atoms are coplanar), the surface does not develop a double minimum. Rather, the minimum shifts to 0=105.6", it becomes much broader, and the barriers to internal rotation are about 21 and 12 cm-' through 8=0" and 180", respectively. Also, the center-of-mass separation increases by about 0.26 a in going from the minimum of the surface for ~$=60" to c$=OO; whereas in the case of Ar-H,O, the radial minimum only shifts from 3.64 A for the global minimum to about 3.58 A for the minimum when the Ar is constrained to remain perpendicular to the HZ0 plane.
In summary, the Ar-NH3 IPS is somewhat more anisotropic than that-for Ar-Hz0 with respect to end-over-end motions of the molecular subunit (the 19 coordinate), while the Ar-H,O IPS is significantly more anisotropic with respect to rotations of the molecule about its symmetry axis (the 4 coordinate). The NH, and HZ0 subunits both spend more time in the region of 9>90? than in the region of 8<90", but it must be remembered that ,in both cases the subunit samples all values of 8 and (p. In contrast to these differences in the anisotropic aspects. of the Ar-NH, and Ar-H,O IPS, the isotropic contributions to the surfaces, &, Q, and R& are fairly .similar. .The PO0 parameters are 3.48 and 3.57-A-l, the ~a,, parameters are 119.8 and.ll8.2 cm-', and the R& parameters are 3.79 and 3.61 a for Ar-NH3 and Ar-H,O, respectively.
:--. In addition to comparing 'the ArlNH, IPS with either ab initio studies or. the lPS of other vdW complexes, it is also possible to compare our results with other experimental studies of Ar-NH, . . In particular, van der Sanden et ~2. have very recently calculated the collisional rotational excitation cross sections of NH, with Ar using the AA1 IPS.46 The excellent agreement with the experimental cross sections17 provides convincing proof that high-resolution (better than 1 MHz) spectroscopicstudies can and do provide an accurate characterization of the IPS even in the repulsive regions of the surface accessed in the state of the art scattering experiments. '.While it is possible to compare this multidimensional IPS with potential energy functions obtained previous- ~p"!~y47'6 it must be remembered that not explicitly treating the radial coordinate limits their ability to fully characterize the Ar-NH, complex. All of these approximate'treatments find the nearly+T-shaped configuration as the minimum energy, but they all significantly overestimate the energy difference between 8=0" and 8=180"..-The 'approximate treatments find the configuration with t9= 180" to be more stable than that at 8=0" by 19 to 24 cm-!, when the difference from the full multidimensional IPS is-only 9 cm-!. This example shows that while the approximate treatments correctly,.describe the gross features of the IPS, they cannot accurately describe the surface even. in the angular coordinates due to the large amount of radial averaging. In fact, our previous investigations .of Ar-H,O have explicitly revealed the problems incurred in fitting experimental data to approxi-TABLE XII. Position and depth of radial minimum along four diiections in Ar-HF, Ar-H,O, and Ar-NH,. The difference between the quantities is also shown for 8=0" vs /3= 180", and for the hydrogen bonded direction vs the antihydrogen bonded direction. The hydrogen bonded direction is indicated by Ar-JAX, and the antihydrogen bonded direction by Ar-XH (X refers to F, 0, or N).
ing closer than along 0=0". In the case of Ar-H,O, the two lone pairs of electrons are directed along roughly 0=125', which allows the Ar to approach along 0= 180". Another meaningful way to compare the molecules is to compare the differences between hydrogen bonded and antihydrogen bonded structures. The position of the radial minimum along the hydrogen bonded configuration increases far more rapidly than the H-X bond length in going from Ar-HF to Ar-HZ0 to Ar-NH, (r,=O.926 %I, r,,=0.972 8, rNH=1.012 A). This again is attributed to the electron withdrawing effect of the hydrogens. In going from F to 0 to N, the hydrogens have a higher electron density, which increases their effective size, thus the steric repulsion felt by the Ar atom will be felt at increasingly larger distances as both the bond length and effective hydrogen radius increase. mate surfaces: viz., subsets of the spectroscopic data (e.g., the or& states of Ar-H,O can indeed be fit well to a purely angular surface, whereas larger sets of data (e.g., including the paru states of Ar-H20) clearly cannot. Such behavior cannot be anticipated a priori, and the only reliable route is therefore to employ the full dimensionality of the IPS in the spectroscopic analysis.
Finally, a brief comparison of periodic trends from Ar-HF to Ar-HZ0 to Ar-NH, is made. Table XII summarizes the position and depth of the radial minimum along 0=0", 8=180", along the hydrogen bonded configuration, and along the antihydrogen bonded configuration. First, the differences between 8=0" and 8=180" are considered. For Ar-HF, the radial minimum along 8=0" (which is also the hydrogen bonded configuration) is over 100 cm-' deeper than that along 0=180", but the position of the radial minimum shifts only negligibly. In Ar-H,O the radial minimum along 8=180" is only 9 cm-' deeper than along 0=0", but the distance of the radial minimum moves in considerably (0.19 A). In AI--NH, the radial minimum along 8=180" is only 9 cm-' deeper than along 8=0", and there is essentially no difference of the position of the radial minimum between the two configurations. The atomic radius does not change appreciably in going from F to 0 to N, but the electronegativity does change substantially. The differences in depth and position of the radial minimum at 0=0" compared to 8= 180" can be rationalized in terms of the electron withdrawing ability of the hydrogen atom from the fluorine, oxygen, or nitrogen atom by extending the arguments presented in Refs. 1 and 3. The Ar atom can approach the H,O molecule more closely along the oxygen end compared to Ar approaching HF from the fluorine end because there are two hydrogens withdrawing electron density from the oxygen, which is also less electronegative than fluorine. In the case of Ar-NH,, where there are three hydrogens withdrawing electron density, and the electronegativity of nitrogen is smaller still, it would be expected that the Ar could approach very closely along the nitrogen end of NH,, but the lone pair of electrons directed along 8= 180" prevents the Ar atom from approachFor Ar-I-IF, the hydrogen bonded orientation (f3=0') is strongly favored energetically over the antihydrogen bonded one (0=180'), but the position of the radial minimum shifts only negligibly. In Ar-HZ0 the position of the radial minimum is significantly smaller (0.27 '4) along the antihydrogen bonded configuration (B= 125", $=O') compared to the hydrogen bonded one (0=55', 4=0'), and the two configurations have roughly the same energy. In Ar-NH,, as in Ar-H,O, the position of the radial minimum is significantly smaller along the antihydrogen bonded configuration (0 =lll", 4=60") compared to the hydrogen bonded one (8 =69", 4=0'), but the antihydrogen bonded configuration is strongly favored energetically (by 37 cm-'). Here, the trends are affected by both the electron withdrawing capability of the hydrogen atoms, as well as the position of the lone pairs of electrons. In Ar-NH,, the Ar can move in along the antihydrogen bonded configuration with negligible interaction with the lone pair, whereas in Ar-H20, when the Ar approaches along the antihydrogen bonded configuration, there is repulsion from the lone pairs, even though they are positioned out of the molecular plane.
The global minimum in AI--NH, is quite close to the antihydrogen bonded configuration. The long-range attraction is along the N-H bond and along the direction of the lone pair, however. These results underscore the importance of considering repulsive contributions to the IPS at close range. The long-range behavior is correctly described by dispersion and induction, but repulsion dominates the shape of the IPS at the position of the global minimum. Lone pairs of electrons also make important contributions to the shape of the IPS for all three of these vdW dimers. Judging from these trends, the Ar-CH4 molecule would be expected to have the global minimum with the Ar atom in the threefold hollow formed by three hydrogens, which is the ab initio result obtained by Szcz&ak et ~1.~~ using the same level of theory as used by Chalasiriski et al. lg for Ar-NH, . More generally, it seems clear from these results that one must exercise considerable caution in attempting to relate structures of complexes deduced from microwave spectroscopy to the intermolecular potential energy surfaces.
C. Summary
The multidimensional IPS for Ar-NH, has been determined by a fit to experimental spectroscopic data. A param-eterized surface, with 13 variable parameters, successfully reproduces 61 experimental observations from 20 VRT states and second virial coefficients. The global minimum of the IFS is 149.6 cm-' deep, and occurs at R= 3.57 A, t?=96.6", and $=50". That is, in a roughly T-shaped configuration with the Ar atom between two hydrogens. It must be emphasized that while there is a well defined minimum on the IPS, there is not a well defined structure for this molecule, and the NH, subunit is undergoing large amplitude hindered internal rotations within the complex, and is executing the inversiontunneling motion in some of the VRT states. While approximate methods of treating the internal dynamics can give some insight into the types of dynamics in this molecule, and are an appropriate starting point when there is a limited amount of data available, the only way to correctly treat the highly coupled motions is to perform the full multidimensional calculation. In this work the 3 vdW coordinates (R, 0,#) were treated explicitly, and the NH, subunit tunneling inversion has been treated adiabatically, resulting in a quasi four-dimensional surface. The interplay of anisotropy in the IPS, Coriolis interactions, NHs inversion tunneling, and degenerate NH, states (E statesj leads to a complicated and informative far infrared vibration-rotation-tunneling (FIRVRT) spectrum. The IPS obtained here will serve as a valuable benchmark for more approximate methods for describing molecular interactions that are better suited for use in molecular dynamics simulations.
The FORTRAN subroutine used to define the AA1 IPS is available from the authors upon request.
